Creating technology to keep the sky blue...

MAVI SOLAR
PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM

MAVISIS TECHNOLOGY
Mavisis Technology A.Ş. is a leader technology company in power electronics area in renewable energy. ‘’Mavisis
Technology’’, as a brand, states our mission to develop the technology respecting to human beings, environment
and society under the blue sky.
Our R&D team consists of the specialists who have the signature on the award winning successful projects in Turkey.
Since the establishment in 2006, our company has focused on the development of the most innovative products and
solutions such as grid connected power systems, energy storage and power shifting technologies, fuel saving
technologies, remote monitoring and data acquisition systems. In the meantime, Mavisis Technology has also been
the partner of the leading national and international companies and cooperated with the most respected
universities and institutions.
Solar inverters and power electronics equipment developed by Mavisis have been used in solar power stations, solar
commercial roofs, small wind stations, off-grid solar and wind power generation systems, agricultural water usage
applications. The creative products of Mavisis have been presented to the market by Mavi Solar brand and awarded
by The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK), Technology Development Foundation of
Turkey (TTGV) and Turkish Industry & Business Association (TUSIAD).
The on-going inverter production of Mavisis is over 50 MWp annually. Our company also provides the best local
technical support. With 26 companies and over 1600 employees, DMY Group, including the Mavisis, has pioneering
role on technological development and continues to create added-value by more production and technological
efforts.
The development and production of Mavisis includes environment friendly equipment such as the grid connected
and off grid island type solar and wind inverters, MPPT solar charge equipment, fuel saving systems, load banks with
recycle feature, grid connected power shifting units.
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AWARDS OF INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY
Mavisis has developed first time in Turkey the grid connected solar and wind inverters and the design of Mavisis has
been awarded by TUBITAK-TTGV-TUSIAD. Our company, providing the electronic technology for efficient use of the
energy resources of world which is being depleted rapidly, has been awarded three times the prize of “Creativity –
Innovation” and “Technology” by the jury consisting the expert academicians and industry businessmen.
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Concept
With many years of R&D experience, Mavisis Technology has developed MAVI SOLAR Photovoltaic Energy Storage Systems
(PV ESS) combining successfully both the price advantage of Uninterruptible Power Suplies and the SOLAR energy harvest
capability of SOLAR Chargers by providing high efficiency, high availability and reliability. MAVI SOLAR ESS overcomes
common problems of low voltage grid with low quality presenting severe problems for AC fed critical loads like IT
equipment, medical instruments, and other mission critical electronic equipment. Thus, those grid problems should be
taken care of by means of a power electronic device such as an Uninterruptible Power Supply.
Another important issue with the low voltage grid is the “availability of the grid”. In Midle East, grid availability is less than
23%.
In this respect, MAVISIS developed a unique approach to the above problem with award winning MAVI SOLAR PV Energy
Storage System technology. MAVI SOLAR PV ESS presents complete power electronic equipment for both power quality
problems and photovoltaic energy production in low quality grids.

Solar Energy is the Primary Source
By means of high efficient MPPT Charger module integrated in Mavi Solar PV ESS, PV energy is the primary source feeding
electrical loads. If there is enough solar energy, MPPT charger can supply both AC loads and the battery pack. If the grid is
not available, MPPT charger and battery pack can together feed AC loads uninterruptedly.

Fast Charging Capability
In MAVI SOLAR PV ESS, battery charging power is equal to the system power rating. Fast charging capability guarantees
that excessive PV power can be stored immediately. Thus, energy harvest from PV modules is maximized. Fast battery
charging also bring advantages in regions where power grid is not available for long hours. MAVI SOLAR PV ESS can charge
the batteries from grid with rated system power in small time durations when grid is available.

Start Up Capability Without Grid Existence
By means of “Cold Start” feature, Mavi Solar PV ESS can start up even without any utility grid and genertor connection and
start feeding critical AC loads together with the battery pack.
Mavisis Technology reserves the right to make any changes in its products.

Operation Capability Even With Very Low PV Irradiance
Due to its wide PV input voltage range capablity, MAVİ SOLAR PV ESS enables PV energy to supply AC loads even at the
lowest irradiance levels starting from 6 W/m2. Even in these conditions, charger continues to supply smallest amount of
energy to the loads with MPPT efficiency higher than 99,5% providing more economical operation and short payback
time.

Photovoltaic input voltage
drops down to 150 VDC at
weak
irradiance.
MAVİ
SOLAR PV ESS continues to
MPPT tasks even at 150 VDC
input voltage and therefore
provides
higher
energy
harvesting.

MAVI SOLAR PV ESS solar energy harvest is achieved with a Global Maximum Power Point Tracking algorithm resistant to
partial shading conditions which is very common for residential and commertial roof applications. By means of high
efficient MPPT algorithm and operation capability at very low irradiance, pv energy harvest continues for every climate
conditions. With the help of continuous PV production, MAVI SOLAR PV ESS is as self-sufficient as possible.

PV Production Forecast of an 18kW System in Istanbul
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MAVI SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
(MAVI SOLAR PV ESS)
Energy Storage and Power Shifting
Utilization of PV energy without a storage system is very limited. With its storage capability, MAVI SOLAR PV ESS can
store the excess PV energy that is not consumed and make this energy available for loads in case of a power demand
even when there is no PV production (I.e. power shifting). In other words, storage capability makes user independent of
irradiance. The extra PV energy can be stored during daylight and used during high consumption time period where
public electricity is expensive. By means of these features user can be independent of increasing prices of utility
electricity.
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Typical PV Production & Consumption Profiles and Power Shifting Property

High Efficiency
MAVI SOLAR PV ESS can operate with high efficiencies and dissipated power is kept at minimum level. Efficiency is
approximately 96% from PV input to the loads.
MAVI SOLAR PV ESS has a rectifier module accepting very large grid voltage range from 80V to 280V and grid frequencies
between 44Hz to 66Hz. MPPT charger module supplies solar energy to the load decreasing the work load of the rectifier
module even at very low irradiation conditions. Inverter module can supply AC loads efficiently with voltage THD less
than 3% and can operate for a specific period of time at 150% load conditions. If continuous overload conditions is at
issue, inverter module activates static bypass connection to supply AC loads uninterruptedly. If technical service or
maintenance is required, manuel bypass can be activated and loads can be fed during maintenance time period.
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BATTERY

MAVI SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
(MAVI SOLAR PV ESS)
Technical Details

MAVI SOLAR PV ESS TECHNICAL PROPERTIES
AC Input
Voltage

3 x 80 V - 276 V (Phase - Neutral)

Voltage (Full Load)

3 x 196 V - 276 V (Phase - Neutral)

Frequency

44 - 66 Hz

Power Factor

0.99

ITHD

<%6

Output
Nominal Voltage

3 x 230 V (Phase - Neutral)

Waveform Shape

Real Sinusoidal

Voltage THD

< %3

Frequency

47 - 53 Hz (Adjustable)
3

Crest Factor
Nominal AC Power

20 kVA

Overload

30 kVA

40 kVA

%150 for 30 s

Efficiency (AC-AC)

>% 94

Photovoltaic Input
PV Power

20 kW

30 kW

Maximum Voltage

900 VDC

MPP Voltage Range

150 - 750 VDC

Full Load MPP Voltage Range

550 - 750 VDC

MPP Algorithm

40 kW

Global MPPT Algorithm That Is Resistive Against Partial Shading

Maximum Current

40 A

55 A

65 A

Battery
Battery Type

GEL or VRLA

Number of Batteries
Charging Current

32 x 12V Battery
4 – 45 A

4 – 60 A

4 – 75 A

Environmental Conditions
0 ˚C – 40 ˚C (Full Load)
40 ˚C – 60 ˚C (Partial Load)

Temperature
Protection Class

IP20

Remote Monitoring System

With MSVK-001 Data Recorder Unit (Optional)

Mavisis Technology reserves the right to make any changes in its products.

MAVİ SOLAR DATA LOGGER

Concept
MAVI SOLAR data logger is used to monitor and save MAVİ SOLAR Photovoltaic Energy Storage System data. For this
purpose, data logger is connected to MAVI SOLAR PV ESS via RS-422 data line and to weather station via RS-485 data line
with a time period of 15 minutes. These data can be transferred to a local or remote server via an ETHERNET or 3G MODEM
connection and can be stored on this server via SQL server database.

Data Logging
MAVİ SOLAR PV ESS data such as PV voltage, PV power, PV energy, battery voltage, battery charge/discharge current, DC
bus voltage, mains voltage, power drawn from utility grid, mains current, bypass voltage, output voltage, output current,
output load percentage and alarms can be used via MAVİ SOLAR data logger system so that the performance of the device
can be observed 7/24.

Weather Station
RS-485 port of data logger is used as weather station communication interface. By means of a weather station installed to
the solar power plant, irradiation, ambient temperature, PV module temperature, wind speed, wind direction and moisture
data of the place can be monitored. According to these data, performance of the solar power plant can be observed 7/24.

Sending Reports and Alarms via E-mail and SMS
The PV production data of the power plant can be sent to the user for a specific time period to a specified e-mail address
and mobile phone via SMS which is determined by the user. In addition, alarms created by the MAVİ SOLAR PV ESS can be
also sent to a specified e-mail address and a mobile phone via SMS.

Data Logging During Limited Internet Access
Even if the internet connection of MAVİ SOLAR data logger is terminated because of an unexpected situation, data logger can still store all
data from ESS and weather station for 3 years so that no loss of data takes place.

Mavisis Technology reserves the right to make any changes in its products.

MAVİ SOLAR DATA MONITORING SYSTEM

Compatible with every
mobile platform thanks to
its responsive architecture

Our customers can follow their plants from all over the world 7/24 via their
personalized password and user name.












PV input characteristics of PV ESS (voltage, current, power)
Daily and weekly PV power production data
Daily, monthly and annual PV energy production data
Total PV energy production from the day of commissioning
Total CO2 savings of the plant.
Mains, battery and load profile (current, voltage, power)
Generated PV production reports via e-mail/SMS
Generated alarms via e-mail/SMS
Weather station data
(Irradiance, ambient temperature, PV module temperature, wind speed, wind direction, moisture)

Daily, weekly, monthly and annual data of
PV ESS can be monitored between
specified dates from monitoring interface.

Thanks to interactive graphical feature, if the user
clicks on a column given in a bar chart, production
data is shown automatically
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